
Implementation Observation #1: Classroom Management  

Overview:  

Who needs an implementation observation using this form? This exercise is specifically for novice, general education and varying 

exceptionalities (VE) teachers that have a Temporary Certificate and are on one of the Temporary tracks with TDS induction. Additionally, 

teachers completing this assignment should have been hired with DCPS for the first time in 2019-20 school year, were hired in 18-19 on a 

Temporary certificate but were incomplete and did not receive an exit letter from induction. ESE Support Staff including SLPs, OT/PTs, Vision 

Impaired, DHH, School Psychologists, School Counselors, etc. enrolled in induction on Temporary induction tracks will complete implementation 

observations that are specific to their role. The ESE department will use different forms/observation tools so that the implementation activity 

these employees complete is differentiated and job specific. ESE Support Staff that need to complete an implementation observation for 

induction will follow the directions and guidelines by their ESE department-based point person and use those corresponding forms. Please note 

that Alternative Certification Program or Educator Preparation Institute at approved Florida schools do not need to complete this action for 

TDS but may need to have other observations completed via their corresponding programs.  

Who should complete this form? All Temporary teachers have a mentor. Each mentor of a Temporary teacher will complete this form. Please 

note that if the mentor has not yet had CET training or any other required mentor training, they can still (and should) complete the 

implementation observation as all that is needed is the observation instructions. Schools participating in the Retired Teacher Mentoring Project, 

may have the Retired Teacher Mentors complete these observations. For further questions about who is mentoring whom, check the 19-20 

mentoring assignment flow chart.   

How should this form be used? This form is used for the Implementation Observation #1 focusing on implementation of classroom management 

strategies only. This is not an evaluation tool and results from the observation should not be used in the evaluation process of teachers. This 

process is meant to help provide objective feedback to novice teachers about how they are implementing strategies taught in CHAMPS, Sanford 

Inspire #1, and other classroom management trainings. The results are kept confidential and are only seen by the Teacher Development & 

Support team. The data from these forms is used to ensure that the TDS team is effectively training and coaching on classroom management 

strategies. The purpose of this activity is to provide objective evidence that can be discussed with a mentor, coach, peer teacher etc. to help 

novice teachers identify potential gaps and continue to get even better.  

Link to be shared & completed by the observer: https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf-

LSynXEuQ7RvzY87iWhu6MXolejhWh4Q33L61OmVNBkvYEA/viewform If you are a Temporary teacher, this link should be shared with your 

mentor. Below is a hard copy form where the mentor should take notes during the observation. Once the mentor is finished with the hard copy 

form they will transfer their answers into the form using the link above. 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf-LSynXEuQ7RvzY87iWhu6MXolejhWh4Q33L61OmVNBkvYEA/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf-LSynXEuQ7RvzY87iWhu6MXolejhWh4Q33L61OmVNBkvYEA/viewform


Mentor Observer Instructions: This process is meant to help provide objective feedback to novice teachers about how they are implementing 

strategies taught in CHAMPS training. The teacher you are observing could be your mentee someone you are supervising. Observation notes and 

answers to the observation questions should be submitted to the online observation form found here: 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf-LSynXEuQ7RvzY87iWhu6MXolejhWh4Q33L61OmVNBkvYEA/viewform The hard copy form 

below should be used to help guide your observation and provides a place to take notes that should later be transferred to the online form. 

Using the form below is OPTIONAL, entering the responses into the online form is not. Once you have completed the observation, you will 

want to share the notes you’ve taken on the form below with the teacher being observed, you can choose to set up a post-observation meeting 

to discuss what you observed, or you can leave them a note with some glows, grows, and suggested next steps. The response you put into the 

online form will be kept confidential and will only be seen by the TDS team. However, the online form is the way we check to ensure that the 

novice teacher has had an observation, thus fulfilling the induction requirement.  

Teacher Name:  
 

Observer Name:  

Teacher Content/Grade Level:   
 
 

Observer Content/Grade Level/Position:  

School/Department Name:  
 

Observer relationship to teacher being observed:  
 

How many students are in the classroom being observed?  
 

Briefly describe the context of the classroom at time of observation:  
 
 
 
 
 

 

 What are the posted rules for the classroom being observed? (List the rules below).  

 

 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf-LSynXEuQ7RvzY87iWhu6MXolejhWh4Q33L61OmVNBkvYEA/viewform


 Are these rules visible to the students?  

o Yes  

o No  

 Does the teacher reference the rules throughout the observation? Explain. 

 

 

 Is there evidence that there are established rituals, routines, procedures, or systems in this classroom? (Ex: Evidence may be a poster 

may list different routines even though it may not be observed during the observation.) Explain the evidence observed. 

 

 

 During the observation, what is the teacher's expectation for what students are doing? What is the teacher doing? (Ex: Should student 

take notes, complete a worksheet, Turn & Talk, Work at a lab station, etc.) 

 

 When the teacher gives instructions for what students should be doing are they explicit? 

o Yes  

o No  

 Write the teacher's instructions to the students observed here: 

 

 

 Does the teacher check for understanding regarding the instructions given? Please explain. 

 

 

 What is the expectation for how student's should respond to the teacher's questions/checks for understanding? Please choose the best 

answer for what was observed. 



o Students raise hand and wait to be called on.  

o Choral Response (whole class responds together, in unison) 

o Cold Call procedure (picking names out of a hat, popsicle sticks from cup, choosing numbered ball from lottery, etc.) 

o Cold Call without system (calling on certain students and waiting for them to answer) 

o Students say the answer out loud. 

 

 When asked questions by the teacher, how many students raise their hands to answer? Are the same students raising their hands for 

every question? Please explain. 

 

 

 How many students out of the total are meeting the teacher's expectations after instructions are given? (Ex: How many students out of 

the total number of students are doing what the teacher has stated to do?) Please list your answer as a fraction. 

 

 Is there evidence that the teacher is using positive narration? Please explain. 

 Does the teacher have an incentive or reward system for positive behavior? Please explain. 

 

 Are there CHAMPS posters displayed? Please explain. 

 

 Are the CHAMPS posters, systems referenced throughout the observation? Please explain. 

 

 What are the consequences for this classroom? 

 

 

 Are these consequences posted? Visible for students? Referenced throughout lesson when needed? 

 



 

 Is there evidence of a consequence system? (Ex: Demerits are being taken away, Behavior Color Stick/Ladder, etc.) Please explain. 

 

 Is there evidence that the teacher is using the consequence system fairly and consistently? Please explain. 

 

 Approximately, what percentage of students are not meeting the teacher's behavior expectations? 

 

 

 How is misbehavior addressed? Please list only what was observed. 

 

 

 Using only what was observed and the language in each option below, how would you best characterize this classroom's learning 

environment? 

o Apathetic: This classroom is not yet with the teacher because the student actions (bored, apathetic or even disorderly) that are 

common in this classroom’s culture are holding students back from achieving meaningful academic progress. Students are often 

not following the teacher’s directions or appear to be following directions, but with closer inspection we see that students are 

putting forth little effort towards daily learning activities (e.g. the same 2 hands are always raised, incomplete work, students 

disengaged/not working). Students seem to be disinvested in the classroom in general.  

o On Task: The students in this class really appear to be “with” the teacher. Students are on task, following the teacher’s 

directions and putting in solid effort towards the daily academic activity (e.g. a variety of hands go up during class discussion, 

students are attempting to complete assignments within the allotted time given, the majority (75% or more) of the class is with 

the teacher). Students can articulate a class goal, lesson objective, or state why the class is important/why they want to do well 

in the class. Students seem to feel safe and comfortable enough to participate in most classroom activities, seem to enjoy the 

class, and experience at least occasional moments of joy.  

o Interested & Hardworking: The students in this class are consistently excited to be in this class and work hard. Students can 

articulate a class goal and why this class is important or why reaching the class goal is important and to connect the class/goal 

with future success. Students are highly engaged throughout the lesson (e.g. almost hall hands go up during discussions and 

students are excited to share) and consistently work with focused urgency to produce the type of quality work that makes them 



proud. Students are experiencing authentic success and building confidence during this class experience in this school year. 

Students feel comfortable, safe, and welcomed in the classroom such that we frequently see outward signs of joy and 

confidence.  

o Urgent & Joyful: The students in this classroom are holding themselves to incredibly high academic and behavioral expectations; 

effort and motivation are truly owned by the students. Students have a deep connection to the class goal or why success in this 

specific class is tied to long term goals/future success. Students are the drivers of the classroom and are consistently highly 

engaged; this motivation and engagement would be there regardless of who was teaching the content/assigned as teacher for 

that day/teacher giving instructions.  The students trust their teacher and their peers because they feel safe, cared for, valued, 

and affirmed in the learning environment. They are excited to come to class and genuinely don’t want to miss a moment of class 

time because they feel the joy of learning in a positive classroom community. Students are actively building intrinsic motivation, 

confidence, and character that will empower them to achieve enduring success.  


